
Durable Learning
Make Learning Stick!



Goals

Participants will take away for their practice:

–An understanding of the science behind learning that lasts.

–Routines used with their current curriculum to deepen learning.

–Prompts that encourage learners with diverse strengths and 

needs to think for themselves.

–Routines for small group collaboration to build and challenge 

understanding.



Exploring our own understanding



Exploring our own understanding

1. What is something that you understand well?

2. How did you develop that understanding? 

3. How do you know you understand? 



Your Chart
Name What you 

understand
How did you 
develop that 
understanding?

How do you 
know you 
understand?? 



Learning is more durable when…
• it’s harder and active.

• the abstract is made more concrete and personally meaningful. 

• students elaborate on how new learning connects to prior knowledge  
(e.g., build mental models). 

• students engage in genuine self-assessments (regular self-quizzing) that 
helps them to identify what they know and don’t know (to counteract
illusions of knowing and overconfidence). 

• students engage in periodic, self-quizzing that 
• is spaced out over time,
• incorporates the practice of two or more topics (interleaved practice rather than 

blocked practice), 
• revisits old topics. 

Brown, Roedinger, & McDaniel, 2014 



Learning is more durable when…

• students engage in generation - attempt to solve a problem before 
being taught the solution.

• failure is a part of learning. 

• students engage in reflection (e.g.,  What went well? What could 
have gone better? What does this experience remind me of? What 
strategies would you use next time to get better results?)

Brown, Roedinger, & McDaniel, 2014 





Understanding Memorizing

Applying knowledge and skills with 
purpose

Reciting facts

Problem solving and finding Rote learning

Useful in many subject areas and over 
time

Relevant only to a discrete topic

Transferring knowledge, skills, and 
understanding to different contexts

Replicating in similar context

Searching for relevant patterns Using patterns to increase memory

Sense-making and meaning-making Memorizing

Dialog – exchange of ideas, building on 
ideas

Lecture

Facilitating Telling

Simulation Observation

Teams & Individual Individuals

Hands-on Passive listening

Personalized One approach for all

Self-regulated learning Prescribed learning

Practice Practice





Questions

Important Themes



Narrative: Using what we know 
about frogs, can we make our 
own picture book about a day 
in the life of a frog?

Experiential: How can we 
find out if frogs think? 
How can we find out if 
frogs like music?

Aesthetic/Experiential:  Can we 
sketch the patterns we see on 
our frogs with increasing detail? 
Can we build a representation 
of our frog?

Logical: Do frogs 
play? What do they do 
that seems like play?

Quantitative: Is our 
tank big enough?

Social: Use one of the questions below to guide your observations of the frog and 
discuss your observations with a partner.

Foundational: Are frogs 
smart? What makes you think 
that? How do we know a frog 
is alive? Do frogs know we 
are here?



Self-Regulated Learning

Plan

MonitorControl

Reflect

I don’t think I’m getting this 
– what should I do 
differently?
What can I do to keep on 
task?
How can I encourage myself 
to get this done? 

Am I accomplishing what I 
hoped to?
Am I being distracted?
Is this taking more time than I 
thought?
Am I understanding everything I 
need to understand? 

When will I start working?
Where and how will I work?
What do I need to know to 
get this done?
What do I want to learn? 

Did I accomplish everything 
I hoped to?
Did I do well/poorly, why?
What worked? What didn’t 
work?
What should I do differently 
next time?

Pintrich & Zusho, 2001



Top Facts of SRL

• Self-regulated students
•Have a growth mindset
• Are more confident 
•Know more about a topic or task
•Achieve more



Top Facts of SRL

• Self-regulated learning can be developed for any age
group and for any content area…
• By providing resources (through peers, teachers, and 

materials) that directly or indirectly prompts them
• By engaging all learners in the learning process

• Assess their progress

• Seek help

• Pursue goals independently and with others



Track Your 
Learning

Self-Regulation



Revisit the T-chart /Box as your learn.

Check things that are confirmed.

Cross out things that you no longer think.

Question things that you would like to find 
out more about.

Add new ideas.





Read and Note

1. Something Old

2. Something New

3. Something that meaningful for my classroom





Track Your 
Learning

Self-Regulation



Revisit the T-chart /Box as your learn.

Check things that are confirmed.

Cross out things that you no longer think.

Question things that you would like to find 
out more about.

Add new ideas.



Self-regulation

Plan

Monitor

Reflect

Control

















Self-
regulation

Plan

Monitor

Reflect

Control



Self-regulation

Standard Q #:
Poin

ts

Cumula

tive 

Fractio

n

% Mastery Calculations

A.N.4 

Understand and 

use scientific 

notation to 

compute 

products and 

quotients of 

numbers

7 /2

/4
 Yes!     Almost     Need to 

Practice

12 /2

13 /2

15

/3

A.A.12 Multiply 

and divide 

monomial 

expressions 

with a common 

base, using the 

properties of 

1 /2

/6
 Yes!     Almost     Need to 

Practice

8 /2

9 /2

2 /2

14 /2

4 /2



Setbacks and Solutions



Self-regulation

Plan

Monitor

Reflect

Control







Plan

Monitor

Reflect

Control



Self-Regulation
How are you learning?

38



Learning Journals



Structured Diaries & Self-regulated Learning

Look carefully at your learning from (this week, this unit,
or today).

1. What was the activity that you liked the most?

2. Why did you like this activity?

3. Why do you think the teacher asked you to do this activity?

(Glogger, Schwonke, Holzapfel, Nuckles, & Renkl, 2012; Schmitz, Klug, & Schmitdt, 2011)
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ALL-ED Framework

Goals Starting Position Action Pattern Quality Criteria

What is the overall purpose of 
this activity/lesson? 
Are goals attainable by 
everyone and/or attainable 
parts identified? 
Is it interesting/ useful/ 
valuable? 
Is it challenging enough for 
everyone? 

Clear,  Accessible, 
Relevant, Rigorous

Are the starting positions 
the same for all students?
What questions do students 
have about this topic?
What is their prior 
knowledge? 
Will they all understand the 
vocabulary? 
Any misunderstandings I 
need to address?
Do students feel confident 
about the topic?

How do I ensure that all 
students are participating 
(and that there’s no social 
loafing?)
How can I make sure that 
students feel comfortable 
participating? (that they feel 
like they can participate)
How can I promote 
productive group 
collaborations  where 
students help each other 
learn? 

How can I make sure that 
students achieve the 
objectives of the 
activity/lesson? 
What is the rubric for 
lesson/activity? 
What are the must-haves? 
How do I stretch 
students?  What are some 
quality criteria (yes and 
…criteria; things that 
make students go above 
and beyond?)



Topic You Teach in January

• What will make the learning durable?

• Step 1: What do students need to understand?

• Step 2:  How will you prompt Self-Regulation?

• Step 3: How will you enjoy tracking learning?



Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Performance #1: T-Chart

Performance #2: Essay

Performance #3: Model

Performance #4: Test

Performance #5: Essay



Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Performance #1: T-Chart

1, 2, 3

Performance #2: Essay

1, 2, 4

Performance #3: Model

1, 2, 3, 4

Performance #4: Test

2, 3, 4, 5

Performance #5: Essay

3, 4, 5



Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Performance #1: T-Chart

1, 2, 3

Performance #2: Essay

1, 2, 4

Performance #3: Model

1, 2, 3, 4

Performance #4: Test

2, 3, 4, 5

Performance #5: Essay

3, 4, 5



Expert  Computer  



Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Assessment #1: T-Chart

1, 2, 3 SWF

Assessment #2: Essay

1, 2, 4 TWF, PWF

Assessment #3: Model

1, 2, 3, 4 PWI

Assessment #4: Test

2, 3, 4, 5 TWI

Assessment #5: Essay

3, 4, 5 SWF, TWF



Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Assessment #1: T-Chart

1, 2, 3 SWF

Assessment #2: Essay

1, 2, 4 TWF, PWF

Assessment #3: Model

1, 2, 3, 4 PWI

Assessment #4: Test

2, 3, 4, 5 TWI

Assessment #5: Essay

3, 4, 5 SWF, TWF

1. Looking Closely

2. Thesis

3. Supporting Evidence

4. Inquiry question

5. Research



Use Assessments to
Plan Instruction

Differentiate instruction 
when needed

• Create an assessment for the unit

• Label what each question assesses

• Add a performance summary so that students can 
monitor their progress toward the learning goals.

• Note how summaries will be used to plan instruction 
based on student needs.



Precise feedback 
leads to learning

How is a score of 
80% and this 
performance 

summary 
different?

How will the data 
from this summary 

be used plan 
instruction?







Unit Planner

Goals

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Assessment #1: T-Chart

1, 2, 3 SWF

Assessment #2: Essay

1, 2, 4 TWF, PWF

Assessment #3: Model

1, 2, 3, 4 PWI

Assessment #4: Test

2, 3, 4, 5 TWI

Assessment #5: Essay

3, 4, 5 SWF, TWF

1. Looking Closely

2. Thesis

3. Supporting Evidence

4. Inquiry question

5. Research

Topic 
interest 
groups

Supports/Extensions
Graphic organizer
Limited sources

Student Choice 
Revision Guide

Individual 
Conferencing

Monitoring of 
Revisions



Understanding Goal

Any two points can intersect



Content knowledge and skills assessed

Assessment #1
Graphic Models
UG, 1, 3, 4, 5
Self, written, informal

Assessment #2  Quiz
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Teacher, written, informal

Assessment #3  Book Project
UG, 1, 3, 4, 5
Teacher, written, formal
Peer, written, formal

Assessment #4  
Test
UG 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Teacher, written, 
formal 1. Solve system graphically in y=mx+b

2. Solve system algebraically in y=mx+b
3. Identify and graph parallel lines
4. Identify and graph perpendicular lines
5. Solve system graphically when not y=mx+b
6. Solve system algebraically when not y=mx+b

Understanding Goal (UG)
Any two lines on a coordinate plan can intersect at one point, 

infinite points, or no points.  There are three possible solutions 
to a linear system. 



















Rigor  = Effort Complexity*
Sustained Focus #

Parts
#

Ways
Parts

Fit
Together

Thinking 
Required

to
Arrange the 

Parts



Depth of Knowledge – Webb. N


